### PANJAB UNIVERSITY, CHANDIGARH

Date-sheet for **B.E. (Chemical with M.B.A)-1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th & 9th Semester (Regular/Reappear)** Examinations to be held in December-2016

**THEORY EXAMINATIONS**

**NOTE:**

SR. NO. MENTIONED AGAINST EACH PAPER IS FOR OFFICE USE ONLY & OPEN THE PAPER AFTER TALLYING WITH THE CONTENTS VIZ. SUBJECT & TITLE OF PAPER.

**DATE & DAY** | **1ST SEMESTER** | **3RD SEMESTER** | **5TH SEMESTER** | **7TH SEMESTER** | **9TH SEMESTER**
---|---|---|---|---|---

**Time of Examination:** 9:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. | **Time of Examination:** 1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

### DECEMBER, 2016

#### 7th, Wednesday
- CHE-201: Research Methods in Management (7179)
- CHE-5301: Operation Research (6279)
- CHE-204: Heat Transfer (7194)
- CHE-5502: Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics (6272)
- CHE-5701: Chemical Reaction Engineering-II (7216)
- MBACHE-5901: Financial Management (7235)
- CHE-208: Engineering Materials (7178)
- CHE-5505: Process Plant Material & Energy Balance (7195)

#### 8th, Thursday
- BSC-101: Mathematics-I (7151) (Common with Chemical & FT)
- CHE-5101: Mathematics-I (6260) (Common with Chemical & FT)
- CHE-202: Fluid Flow (7174) (Common with Chemical & FT)
- CHE-5305: Managerial Economics (6280)
- MBACHE-5902: Marketing Research & Consumer Behavior (7236)

#### 9th, Friday
- ESC-104: Engineering Mechanics (7160) (Common with FT)
- CHE-5104: Engineering Mechanics (6277)
- CHE-206: Organic Chemistry (7177) (Common with Chemical)
- CHE-5503: Chemical Technology (Organic) (6282)
- MBACHE-5903: Supply Chain Management (7239)

#### 10th, Saturday
- ESC-103: Electrical & Electronics Engineering (7159) (Common with FT)
- CHE-5103: Physical Chemistry (6270) (Common with FT)
- CHE-304: Mass Transfer-I (7192) (Common with Chemical & FT)
- CHE-5504: Mass Transfer-I (6267) (Common with Chemical & FT)
- CHE-5102: Principles of Management (6278)
- CHE-5506: Energy Technology (6283)

#### 12th, Monday
- CHE-503: Process Plant Material & Energy Balance (7175) (Common with Chemical & FT)
- CHE-5302: Mechanical Operations (6263) (Common with Chemical & FT)
- CHE-311: Chemical Technology (Organic) (7195)
- CHE-5503: Chemical Technology (Organic) (6282)
- CHE-503: Process Engineering Economics (7209) (Common with Chemical & FT)
- CHE-5503: Supply Chain Management (7239)

#### 13th, Tuesday
- CHE-201: Research Methods in Management (7179)
- CHE-5301: Operation Research (6279)
- CHE-204: Heat Transfer (7194) (Common with FT)
- CHE-5502: Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics (6272)
- CHE-5701: Chemical Reaction Engineering-II (7216)
- MBACHE-5704: Marketing Management (7218)

#### 14th, Wednesday
- CHE-206: Organic Chemistry (7177) (Common with Chemical)
- CHE-5103: Physical Chemistry (6270) (Common with FT)
- CHE-304: Mass Transfer-I (7192) (Common with Chemical & FT)
- CHE-5504: Mass Transfer-I (6267) (Common with Chemical & FT)
- CHE-304: Process Plant Material & Energy Balance (7175) (Common with Chemical & FT)
- CHE-5302: Mechanical Operations (6263) (Common with Chemical & FT)
- CHE-311: Chemical Technology (Organic) (7195)
- CHE-5503: Chemical Technology (Organic) (6282)

#### 15th, Thursday
- CHE-503: Process Plant Material & Energy Balance (7175) (Common with Chemical & FT)
- CHE-5302: Mechanical Operations (6263) (Common with Chemical & FT)
- CHE-5503: Chemical Technology (Organic) (6282)
- MBACHE-5904: Strategic Cost Management (7241)
- CHE-503: Process Engineering Economics (7209) (Common with Chemical & FT)
- CHE-5503: Supply Chain Management (7239)

#### 16th, Friday
- CHE-5103: Physical Chemistry (6270) (Common with FT)
- CHE-311: Chemical Technology (Organic) (7195)
- CHE-5503: Chemical Technology (Organic) (6282)
- CHE-503: Process Engineering Economics (7209) (Common with Chemical & FT)
- CHE-5503: Supply Chain Management (7239)

#### 17th, Saturday
- CHE-201: Research Methods in Management (7179)
- CHE-5301: Operation Research (6279)
- CHE-204: Heat Transfer (7194) (Common with FT)
- CHE-5502: Chemical Engineering Thermodynamics (6272)
- CHE-304: Mass Transfer-I (7192) (Common with Chemical & FT)
- CHE-5504: Mass Transfer-I (6267) (Common with Chemical & FT)
- CHE-503: Process Plant Material & Energy Balance (7175) (Common with Chemical & FT)
- CHE-5302: Mechanical Operations (6263) (Common with Chemical & FT)

#### 19th, Monday
- CHE-5103: Physical Chemistry (6270) (Common with FT)
- CHE-206: Organic Chemistry (7177) (Common with FT)
- CHE-5503: Chemical Technology (Organic) (6282)
- CHE-503: Process Engineering Economics (7209) (Common with Chemical & FT)
- CHE-5503: Supply Chain Management (7239)

#### 20th, Tuesday
- ESC-106: Introduction to Environmental Science (7158) (Common with FT)
- CHE-201: Research Methods in Management (7179)
- CHE-5301: Operation Research (6279)
- CHE-206: Organic Chemistry (7177) (Common with Chemical)
- CHE-5503: Chemical Technology (Organic) (6282)
- MBACHE-5905: Enterprise Resource Planning (7243)
- CHE-503: Process Engineering Economics (7209) (Common with Chemical & FT)
- CHE-5503: Supply Chain Management (7239)

#### 21st, Wednesday
- CHE-201: Research Methods in Management (7179)
- CHE-5301: Operation Research (6279)
- CHE-206: Organic Chemistry (7177) (Common with Chemical)
- CHE-5503: Chemical Technology (Organic) (6282)
- CHE-503: Process Engineering Economics (7209) (Common with Chemical & FT)
- CHE-5503: Supply Chain Management (7239)

#### 22nd, Thursday
- CHE-201: Research Methods in Management (7179)
- CHE-5301: Operation Research (6279)
- CHE-206: Organic Chemistry (7177) (Common with Chemical)
- CHE-5503: Chemical Technology (Organic) (6282)
- CHE-503: Process Engineering Economics (7209) (Common with Chemical & FT)
- CHE-5503: Supply Chain Management (7239)
- CHE-503: Process Engineering Economics (7209) (Common with Chemical & FT)
- CHE-5503: Supply Chain Management (7239)

**NOTE:**
The candidates are not permitted to carry any communication equipment such as mobile phone/pager, wireless set, scanner pen scanner/camera or any such electronic/digital gadget etc. inside the examination hall which is punishable with disqualification for period of two years with the subsequent examination.

**CENTRE OF EXAMINATION:**

**CHANDIGARH-70: Dr. S. S. Bhatnagar**

University Instt. of Chem. Engg. & Tech., Panjab University, Sector-14

**Chandigarh: 160014**

_Dated: 30.11.2016_

_Prof. Parvinder Singh_

_Controller of Examinations_